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Exhaust VOLVO

1002453

272259

exhaust kit non Turbo

all Volvo 700, 900 series 4 cylinder  non
Turbo from 1991 and onwards, both sedans
and wagons, will fit cars with solid rear axle
only, not for cars with Multi Link rear
suspension

complete exhaust kit includes all parts after catalytic
converter including full hardware kit, original Skandix
exhaust made in Sweden

$125.00

1000013

273989

exhaust kit Swedish Style

all Volvo 240 except Turbo

complete exhaust kit includes all parts after middle pipe
(the one after the catalytic converter) including full
hardware kit, European style system with pipe over the
axle, original Skandix exhaust made in Sweden

$105.00

1001412

272261

exhaust kit Turbo

all Volvo 700, 900 series 4 cylinder Turbo,
both sedans and wagons, will fit cars with
solid rear axle only, not for cars with Multi Link
rear suspension

complete exhaust kit includes all parts after catalytic
converter including full hardware kit, original Skandix
exhaust made in Sweden

$155.00

1013103 sport exhaust kit

all 850 and V70 AWD up to yearsmodel 2000
(old body style)

kit consists out of an axle pipe and two rear
mufflers,complete with hardware, ready to bolt on, diameter
of the pipes is 2.75" (70mm), diameter of the polished oval
rear pipes is 3,5 " x 4.75" (90x120mm)

$542.00
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1013104 sport exhaust kit

all 850 and V70 without Turbo or AWD up to
yearsmodel 2000 (old body style)

complete kit, all after catalytic converter including
hardware, ready to bolt on, diameter of the pipes is 2,5"
(63.5mm), diameter of the polished round rear pipe is 4"
(100mm)

$420.00

1013105 sport exhaust kit

all 850 and V70 with Turbo up to yearsmodel
2000 (old body style), not for AWD cars

complete kit, all after catalytic converter including
hardware, ready to bolt on, diameter of the pipes is 2,5"
(63.5mm), diameter of the polished round rear pipe is 4"
(100mm)

$420.00

1013106 sport exhaust kit

all 940 Turbo cars (not for cars with Multi Link
rear axle)

complete kit, all after catalytic converter including
hardware, ready to bolt on, diameter of the pipes is 2,5"
(63.5mm), diameter of the polished oval rear pipe is 3,5 x 6
" (85x150mm)

$299.00

1013107 sport exhaust kit

all 740, 760 Turbo cars (not for cars with Multi
Link rear axle)

complete kit, all after catalytic converter including
hardware, ready to bolt on, diameter of the pipes is 2,5"
(63.5mm), diameter of the two polished round rear pipes is
2.8 " (70 mm)

$299.00

1014382 sport exhaust kit

all 850 and S/V70 with Turbo up to
yearsmodel 2000 (old body style), not for
AWD cars

complete kit, all after catalytic converter including
hardware, ready to bolt on after the 2nd. hanger is fitted
and a hole for the 2nd. pipe outlet has been cut of,
diameter of the pipes is 2,5" (63.5mm), diameter of the two
polished round rear pipes is 4" (100mm)

$420.00
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1003849 Sport exhaust system

all Volvo 240 non Turbo

complete kit, all after catalytic converter including
hardware, ready to bolt on, diameter of the pipes is 2"
(54mm), diameter of the polished round rear pipe is 3"
(80mm)

$220.00

Engine Parts VOLVO

1004855

8601533

a/c compressor new

all Volvo 850
Volvo S70/V70 up to 1998

barnd new compressor made by Valeo France, not rebuild,
no cores

$375.00

Electrical System VOLVO

1010964

9483192

headlight assy driver side

all Volvo S70/V70 up to 2000

$175.00

1010965

9483193

headlight assy passenger side

all Volvo S70/V70 up to 2000

$175.00
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1003796

9127607

tail lamp

all Volvo 745 and 945

European style rear lamp, amber turn signal lens$55.00

1003797

9127608

tail lamp

all Volvo 745 and 945

European style rear lamp, amber turn signal lens$55.00

1009896

6817769

turn signal assy driver side

all Volvo 850 from 1994 and onwards

$45.00

1010896

1369609

turn signal assy driver side

all Volvo 740 and 940 with new body style
1991 and onwards

$35.00

1010962

30621833

turn signal assy driver side

all Volvo S40 and V40 old body style

$50.00
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1009897

6817774

turn signal assy passenger side

all Volvo 850 from 1994 and onwards

$45.00

1010897

1369610

turn signal assy passenger side

all Volvo 740 and 940 with new body style
1991 and onwards

$35.00

1010963

30621834

turn signal assy passenger side

all Volvo S40 and V40 old body style

$50.00
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Suspension and Steering VOLVO

1013131 high quality lowering kit, Made in
Sweden

all Volvo 240, 260 sedans

complete lowering kit (4 springs), will lower the car aprox.
1,25" (35mm)

$195.00

1013132 high quality lowering kit, Made in
Sweden

all Volvo 240, 260 wagons

complete lowering kit (4 springs), will lower the car aprox.
1,5" (40mm)

$195.00

1013134 high quality lowering kit, Made in
Sweden

all Volvo 740, 940 sedans with solid rear axle,
will not work on cars with independend rear
suspension,
will not work on cars with self leveling rear
suspension

complete lowering kit (4 springs), will lower the car aprox.
1,5" (40mm)

$195.00

1013135 high quality lowering kit, Made in
Sweden

all Volvo 745, 945 wagons
all Volvo 765, 965 wagons with solid rear
axle, will not work on cars with independend
rear suspension,
will not work on cars with self leveling rear
suspension

complete lowering kit (4 springs), will lower the car aprox.
1,5" (40mm)

$195.00
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1013136 high quality lowering kit, Made in
Sweden

all Volvo 850 sedans
all Volvo S70 up to 2000

complete lowering kit (4 springs), will lower the car aprox.
1,5" (40mm)

$195.00

1013137 high quality lowering kit, Made in
Sweden

all Volvo 850 wagons
all Volvo V70 up to 2000

complete lowering kit (4 springs), will lower the car aprox.
1,5" (40mm)

$195.00

1013138 high quality lowering kit, Made in
Sweden

all Volvo S60

complete lowering kit (4 springs), will lower the car aprox.
1,25" (35mm)

$285.00

1013139 high quality lowering kit, Made in
Sweden

all Volvo V70 (P26) 2001 and onwards
without self leveling rear suspension

complete lowering kit (4 springs), will lower the car aprox. 1"
(30mm)

$210.00
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Drive Train VOLVO

1000690

271267

clutch kit

all Volvo 240, 740, 940 with 4-cylinder non
Turbo from 1988 and onwards

throw out bearing must be ordered separate$115.00

Accessories VOLVO

1004224

9447930

Antenna Mast for Wagons Manual
non-telescoping

all Volvo 745, 765, 945, 965, V90

$17.00
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